Abstract
Introduction
Map which is based on Web Mercator projection gains extensive attention because of its abundant resources and good user experience. Opening of the third party application program interface further quicken its application to geographical information system. But the third party application program interface which is based on Web Mercator projection map usually only supports for browser/server mode, which brings great difficulty to application of client side / server mode. At present, there are mainly two schemes to integrate map which is based on Web Mercator projection in application of client side / server mode: 1. Use Web plugin. The third party application program interface can perform indirect control to map which is based on Web Mercator projection through plug-in usage. 2. Support client side / server mode [1] by establishing new connection which is compatible with the third party application program interface. Both two schemes have disadvantages [2] [3] [4] . The former is not flexible enough, being difficult to meet customized demand, and the latter has large workload, still being restricted by the third party application program interface. Therefore, research on Web Mercator map algorithm applied to client side / server mode gains a lot attention. Present researches mostly start from Web Mercator projection theory and data structure of figure to look for solution. Research result which is complete and easy to be realized is lacked at present. This paper focuses on Web Mercator projection theory, and designs a map algorithm which is based on Web Mercator projection, based on data fragment technology. It can effectively realize that data of map which is based on Web Mercator projection can be directly applied to client side / server mode.
Model and Method

Mercator Projection
Mercator projection is projective mode of which angle is changeless, and it is called isometric tangent cylindrical projection. Assumed that a cylinder is tangent with equator, projection of intersection of prime meridian and equator represents the origin of coordinates, and projection of equator represents abscissa -axis, projection of prime meridian represents ordinate -axis, and they consist of Mercator rectangular plane coordinate system. Choose long axis of spheroid of earth as and minor axis as , as shown in Figure 1 . According to equiangular condition, we calculate that Mercator projection formula is [5] : Where, (-,+) is longitude, and choose positive value in east longitude and negative value in west longitude, and (-/2,+/2) is latitude, and choose positive value in northern latitude and negative value in southern latitude, and √ / is first eccentricity of spheroid of earth.
From (1) Mercator projection formula, we know that Mercator projection maps longitude and latitude coordinate (,) as plane coordinate , . 
Web Mercator Projection
Equiangular feature of Mercator projection guarantees that shape of object will not be transformed and guarantees accuracy of direction and mutual alignment. There is an important difference between Web Mercator projection and common Mercator projection: Web Mercator projection assumes earth as sphere instead of spheroid. This kind of assumption is for the purpose of simple numeration and easy realization. Difference of theory accuracy is in the range of 0.33% [6, 7] . When plotting scale is large and surface features are detailed, the difference can be ignored.
Consider that assumes spheroid of earth as square sphere. Choose earth radius 6378137.0 , then we can gain and first eccentricity 0. Therefore, Mercator projection formula can be simplified as: ( 2 ) Google map is typical example which adopts Web Mercator projection. Since its appearance, it has issued a good deal of electronic maps and satellite image data to global users in free way. This paper takes Google map as an example to discuss design and realization of algorithm.
Map Data Fragment Technology
Google map is divided into three types, i.e. general map, satellite map and mixed map. Map data provided to users is shown as common grid figure. This paper mainly focuses on satellite map and general map. According to detailed degree of zoom, its map provides 18 (0-17) different zoom levels. The higher the zoom level is, the more detailed the figure display will be. No matter what map data it is, they all adopt fragment technology of figure. Divide global data of each zoom level into small sizes of figures of which pixel is 256×256 and format is png or jpg to be preserved [8] . To realize continuous and fast traversal and to make index these data 
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122 sliced, its map data adopts quadtree way to perform encoding to small sizes of figures. Correspond roots of trees to global images, and leaves to each single image. All nodes have 4 sub nodes, and quadtree of Google map is formed in this way. Perform introduction by taking satellite image data as example. By referring to pyramid mode, satellite image data is respectively stored according to different zoom level. Perform encoding [9] to small figures by adopting four letters "qrst", according to quadtree mode. See Figure 2 . Each sliced piece of satellite image data has a corresponding location parameter t, and that length of t value decreases 1 is zoom level. From Figure 2 Schematic Diagram of "qrst" Quadtree Encoding, we can know that when zoom level is 0, globe is a figure of 256×256, and its location parameter t=t. When zoom level is 1, figure of globe is divided into 4 pieces. Location parameter of each piece respectively is t=tq, t=tr, t=ts and t=tt. So we can conclude that each sliced piece will be divided into four pieces every time it is enlarged. Satellite picture from upper left to left lower is numbered in "qrst" in clockwise direction. Segment encoding (after it is sliced) is segment encoding (before it is sliced) and encoding of newly generated small segment. Table 1 gives the relationship between zoom level, mappable unit, segment number and resolution ratio. Google sets four servers of khm0, khm1, khm2, khm3 to store satellite image data. Users can access to server and gain corresponding sliced piece data through URL which corresponds to each sliced piece and of which the form is like "http://khm0.google.com/kh/v=106&t=". Where, parameter v represents data versions, parameter t is corresponding location parameter of above "qrst" after being encoded. Figure 3 gives mosaicing graph of satellite image data which conforms to rule of quadtree encoding. From Figure 3 we can know that encoding of last cell sliced piece is "tsss", and zoom level is encoding length (4-1=3 level). From Table 1 , present sliced piece of map is 64 small sliced pieces of which pixel is 256×256. 
Results and Discussion
If t value is calculated according to above Mercator projection formula and encoding rule of satellite image data and gain URL of corresponding sliced piece, and access Google server according to URL and gain figure according to certain mosaicing algorithm, then downloading and application of map data can be finished.
Satellite Map Algorithm
Longitude and latitude (,) under geographic coordinate system needs to be converted to , [10] under projected coordinate system to get location parameter t value. Actually, Google map is finally stored and displayed in sliced piece of pixel, so , in this place still needs to be converted to ̅ , under coordinate system of projection pixel. From Table 1 we can gain:
Combine formula (3) with formula (4), and we can gain: ( 4 ) Intersection of the equator and prime meridian projection is regarded as the origin of coordinates of projected coordinate system. Top left corner of the picture is regarded as the origin of coordinates of pixel coordinate system. From Table 1 , number of segment under a zoom level is 4 namely it is 2 respectively in directions of horizontal axis and vertical axis. Values of ̅ and are the corresponding integer values, of which the range is 0, 2 1 . Therefore, formula of latitude and longitude (,) in geographic coordinate system converted to ̅ , of pixel coordinate system is: 
In this formula, (-,+) is longitude and east longitude is positive value; west longitude is negative value. (- / 2,+ / 2) is latitude. Northern latitude is positive value; south latitude is negative value; n is zoom level.
Through formula (5), coordinate values of ̅ , can be calculated. According to formula (5), it can be seen that for the same (,), the value of zoom level n actually determines the coordinates of ̅ , . According to "qrst "quadtree coding rule, one-dimensional t and twodimension ̅ can be obtained. The value of has the relationship as shown in Figure 4 . Figure 4 , global image of Google satellite image is the root node of quadtree. Always starting with index "t", the corresponding zoom level is 0. This level is divided into 4 quadrants. Each quadrant is a sub node, which is corresponding to the next level image. Binary quadrant index of the 4 quadrants is "00"、"10"、"11" and "01" respectively. By adding the quadrant index of corresponding position to the back of the binary index at the last level, the binary index of this level image is obtained. According to the same spiral mechanism, binary index of all images is obtained [11] [12] . Therefore, the transformational relation between value of t and ̅ , can be established, which is to convert ̅ and to binary. In accordance with the rules shown in Figure 4 with bitwise combination, the value of the position parameter t can be obtained. For example, =13, =6 is calculated according to formula (5) if =116.3364, =39.9478, n=4. The binary form is ̅ =1101, =0110. Make bitwise combination of ̅ =1101 and =0110, t= "tstr" is obtained. In accordance with the above discussion, the procedure for converting (,,n) to value of t is as follows: 
Puzzle Algorithm
According to algorithm introduced in Section 3.1, we can get data resources of any image. It is meaningful for users to splice these isolated image resources into maps of their own needs according to a certain puzzle algorithm. A feasible solution is that by using Latitude and longitude coordinates and zoom level that users are concerned in accordance with the above algorithm, the value of t is determined. By saving the corresponding picture data as the map center, then according to some kind of algorithm, image data resources around the center is obtained and saved to be stitched into a map desired by users. Figure 6 . Distribution law of "QRST" Encoding rule of "qrst" makes the distribution of each slice with a certain rule. Assuming in accordance with the concerned latitude and longitude and the zoom lever value of n, the obtained segment is x. We splice a map of the size of 3 * 3, centered as x. The following rules can be found in Figure 6 : left side and right side of's' is always't'; the upside and downside is 
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126 always 'r'. Similarly, left side and right side of 't' is always 's'; the upside and downside is always 'q'; left side and right side of 'q' is always 'r'; the upside and downside is always 't'; left side and right side of 'r' is always 'q'; the upside and downside is always 's'. No matter how zoom level changes, it always follows this rule. According to this rule, we can take the X as the center and index to the left once to get slice data of west center image; then index up once to get northern slice data of center west slice so as to determine the top left corner of table 3×3. By regarding the upper left corner t value as the basis and saving 3 slice data in this column, finally putting the 9 slice data together in sequence, the map that we desire is obtained. According to the above puzzle algorithm, Figure 7 shows the process of joining 3 * 3 slice map. 
Map Cache Mechanism
Downloading map data from Google server every time not only increases the cost of network traffic, but also greatly reduces the speed of the map display. In order to increase the speed of map display, cache mechanism can be used. The segment visited is saved in local hard disk or database and index is established according to the zoom level. There are corresponding relations of latitude and longitude information corresponding to the index and the picture. In this way, first inquire the local hard disk or database according to the latitude and longitude information when the user requests the map data and directly invoke the data without downloading through the Google server if there is corresponding picture data. If there is no corresponding picture data, and then download and splice through the Google server, saving the downloaded data after being indexed. Through cache mechanism, map display and refresh rate are greatly improved. Consumption time and CPU occupancy rate of map display with a caching mechanism and without a caching mechanism are shown in Table 2 . 128 Figure 8 and Figure 9 are the experimental comparisons of consumption time and the occupancy rate of CPU between map display with cache mechanism and without cache mechanism. The results of the experiments are as follows: in case of without cache mechanism, the required data for map display need to be downloaded from server every time. Each hierarchy display costs about 2.7 seconds and occupies about 25% of the CPU resources. In addition, the display efficiency also depends on the current network conditions. If the network is not good, the consumption of corresponding resource will increase. After being added the cache mechanism, data source for map display will detect local data first. If there is no local data, map data will be downloaded through the server when first access to a certain hierarchy. At this time, each hierarchy display takes about 0.5 seconds and 5% of the CPU resources, which effectively improves the efficiency of the map display.
Conclusion
The principle of the Web Mercator projection is systematically discussed in this paper. Map downloading, splicing, display and storage algorithm with Web Mercator projection based on derived deformation projection formula and map data slicing technology design are discussed and the efficiency of the algorithm is conducted with simulation verification. Algorithm examples show that the algorithm studied in this paper provides an effective solution for applying to client side / server mode of Web Mercator projection.
